
Year 2’s Autumn Term 1 2015 

We have had a very busy half term in Year 2! 

In R.E we have lots about special people chosen by God, particularly Moses, Daniel 

and Abraham and how God thinks we are special too. We have said thank you to 

God for all we have, and enjoyed a fantastic Harvest Mass at St. Joseph’s church.  

We planned our own class Mass which we shared with Year 1 and visitors to our 

school. 

We have enjoyed learning all about penguins. In our English book ‘The penguin who 

wanted to find out’ we followed the life of Otto the emperor penguin, and wrote 

instructions, penguin menus and used adjectives to describe him and his Dad. 

We used this book as a starting point to research penguins during our Computing 

time, where we researched penguins, created PowerPoint presentations and 

presented them to the Year 5/6 class. 

In maths we have been focusing lots on place value and number, comparing and 

ordering numbers to 100 and beyond and using 100 squares and number lines to 

count on and back. We have learned about symmetry, and looked at 2D shapes too. 

We have looked at number bonds to 10, and then our 10 times tables.   

In history we have found out all about the ‘Great fire of London’. We found out the 

events and what happened, who was there and we wrote a diary entry as Samuel 

Peyps. 

In P.E lessons we have been working hard on our throwing and catching skills and 

had great fun with the Hoppstarz team when we learnt to hoola-hoop! Our science 

lessons have been all about life cycles, including butterflies, chicks, frogs and 

humans too! 

In September we were visited by a teacher for our partner school in Sri Lanka called 

Ajitha. She taught us numbers and how to make paper flowers which was really 

good fun! We had a chance to ask her lots of questions about what life and school is 

like in Sri Lanka.  

We have enjoyed dressing up for spooky fun day, and wearing bright colours to raise 

money for CAFOD. We raised lots of money for Macmillan when we had our coffee 

morning.  

We hope to have as much fun and learn even more during our second half term in 

Year 2! 

 



 

 

 

  

 

 


